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LEASING - BILL AGREEMENT only the French text is official, this translation is only there to help you Between the undersigneds, it is agreed and decree what follows: Mr or Mrs François AUBERTY , rue Charreton, 63790 Murol Tel.: +33 (0)4 73 88 64 28, agent of the SCI Les FAYARDS, rents from.../.../....at 16 hours (4 PM), until: .../..../...... at10 hours, to (Name of the seasonal tenant) M. ................................. resident adress :............................................................. Tel......................................................................... Cell Tel. : ............................................................ E-mail: ................................................................... seasonal tenant, who accepts, one furnished located on the city of MUROL, in the department of Puy de Dôme whose designation and equipment are carried in a descriptive state herewith. CONDITIONS OF HIRING For the period of.../.../... at 4 p.m., at.../.../... at 10 a.m., the amount of the hiring is fixed at.........€uros. This price includes/understands all increases, rights or taxes in force with the date of this day, except for the VISITOR'S TAX which remains with the load of the tenant Will be invoicees in addition electricity being used for the heating with the production of hot water, the cooking of food and any other consumption in the hiring. A- Sub-renting is prohibited. B- The tenant retains the hiring while pouring by way of down payment: 25% of the amount of the hiring, are the sum of: ...........€uros. The down payments will be always regarded as denies and to be worth on the price of the hiring. C- The tenant who will not be able to occupy the room at the date envisaged must inform the owner of it. D- The possible tenant, after having taken knowledge of the contents of the contract, the asking price, the description, the general conditions, affixes his signature on the contract, it makes of it return to Mr. and Mrs. AUBERTY, accompanied by the amount of the down payments. The hirer out, with reception, makes the defendant by return of the mail and gives his final agreement of it, by forwarding to the tenant the double of the contract which it signed itself, or it turns over the down payments if the hiring were made meanwhile. However, the down payments could not be regarded as denies if convention is denounced three months firm, or more, before the beginning of the hiring. E- In the event of denunciation of the contract by "one or the other of the parts", three months or less, before the date planned for the occupation of the places, the following provisions are adopted, In the event of will denunciation on behalf of the tenant, the down payments be refunded to him, made deduction of an allowance of 15% of the fixed price of the hiring for expenses of file, If it is the owner who denounces the agreement, it will refund the totality of received down payments the more one allowance of 15% of the fixed price of the hiring. F. The tenant formally commits himself paying the pay of the agreed hiring and remainder which had, at the latest one (1) month before the entry in the hiring, is the sum of.........€uros. G- In the event of reservation less than one month in advance, the totality of the price of the hiring will have to be versed with the reservation. H- The hirer out, in the event of not-payment of the pay of the hiring as laid out above, will again have the buildings and the failing tenant will not have right to any refunding. I- It is formally recognized by the taker that this hiring is accepted and concluded for an occupation from the places by 5 people maximum, that is to say:.... adults and.... children up to 12 years; if this number would be exceeded, the hirer out and the tenant will get along with friendly taking into account the additional loads imposed by the modification of the occupation. J- All animals, dogs, cats, birds, etc, will not be tolerated in the hiring, or outwards, without the agreement of the owner. K- It is agreed that a report of inventory of the rented places, furniture, material and kitchen utensils, as well as the electricity meter, will take place at the time of the entry in pleasure. Any loss or any damage will give place to the compensation according to the article "Counts of Guarantee" of the scale annexed to the inventory of fixtures.



LEASING - BILL AGREEMENT only the French text is official, this translation is only there to help you F- Any opened fire, barbecue etc are forbidden on the property of Les Fayards. An electric barbecue is authorized. COUNT of GUARANTEE The tenant will have to be ensured for his civil liability (to ask for a certificate of extension of the civil liability for the hiring to your insurer). The taker will have, moreover, to consign to the hirer out, by way of guarantee, a sum of 200 €uros to answer of the loss, damage, which could be caused with the objects, furniture, or others, as well as cleaning. This present guarantee will not be able to in no case to be regarded as participation in the payment of the rent. It will be versed with the entry in the places and will not be productive of any interest. This guarantee will be refunded in the two weeks which follow the end of the hiring, made deduction of the damage, the loss of the objects, cleaning possibly, etc. If the guarantee proves to be insufficient, the taker commits himself perfecting the sum after the inventory of exit. Any complaint will be taken into account only for the legal length of time of the contract if the complaint emanates from the tenant. Each part begins to conform and respect the causes of this contract. In the event of dissension of the parts, the Court with the choice of the hirer out will be qualified to judge facts. (Name of the tenant) M............................................................. agrees on this hiring, after having taken knowledge of the information referring itself to it. This contract is drawn up in two specimens. Fact with.............................................. it........................................ To make precede each signature by the HANDWRITTEN mention "read and approved". ............................................................................................ The tenant (signature) the hirer out (signature)............................................................................................ Les Fayards Mr. Mrs. François AUBERTY rue Charreton 63790 MUROL France telephone residence (to call towards 20 = 8PM): +33 (0)4 73 88 64 28 cell telephone (has to call at the time of your arrival): 06-83-56-78-04 address e-mail: [email protected]
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